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    See All Products
CYAN 365®
BIOSTIM 777®
UNIFLO®
VEGRO®
PHYSIOPOWER®
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        Looking for quality yield on citrus

        Cyan 365®
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        We help to improve the quality yield on many various crops. Find out if we can help you.

        Find Your Crop!
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        We have developed a line of efficient products that can help you to grow more and more natural.

        Find Your Product
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        See the results we obtained with our natural potent solutions in open fields

        Learn More
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        Here is the agronomic study for yield on citrus

        Learn More
  




            
        

    

    
        
            
                
                    We are different 

                    We are an innovative line of agricultural products which promote natural solutions all backed-up with recent American agronomic data science in open fields and various crops. Our natural solutions will help you to reduce your chemical inputs whilst you will continue to grow your numbers (quality yield). Our products contain very potent natural active ingredients. We do not compromise by adding chemicals in our products like: NPK's, macro- micro nutrients, or other chemicals..., we deliver the entire solution, pure and natural. Our products rely on proprietary technologies that C-Green-ag Biotechnology has invented and developed and which allow to deliver groups of natural potent active ingredients obtained from different and various selected plant species. This is very unique on the market and makes the difference on the crop in the field.  
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            Our products are made of the most powerful natural active compounds

            All natural and certified organic origins. Grown sustainably and within their wild environment. Sourced around the globe. For millennials, certain plants have developed phenomenal abilities to survive and multiply. Our knowledge in these plants makes the difference.
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            Our proprietary technologies make us truly different

            From a selection of five bio vegetal materials, C-Green-Ag Biotechnology, identifies, selects, extracts, concentrates and preserves five groups of active compounds. Each of these five groups of active compounds naturally enhance and improve vital and critical metabolic functions on the crop. Our technologies are designed to help the desired crop to express its maximum genetic potential. We invented and developed advanced proprietary technologies and industrial processes of extraction. This makes us truly different!
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            Our natural products increase the quality yield

            Our products are 99.8% natural and rely on rare and powerful active compounds. As proven by agronomic studies, they help to grow more quality yield within an healthier crop with less chemical residue. It also help to improve the efficacy of your fungicides. With our products and without sacrificing your profitability, you will be helped at reducing your chemical inputs and subsequently to promote a cleaner and more sustainable agriculture. 
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            Our efficacy has been demonstrated by American made agronomic studies

            Since 2012, the products have been evaluated in the US by third party and independent scientists. These agronomic studies have been realized on several different crops like perennial fruit trees, small fruit crops and vegetables. All these agronomic trials have been made on top of the Grower Standard and realized in open field with high reputed American growers. These agronomic studies confirm the effectiveness of the C-Green-Ag Biotechnology's products not only to generate a more quality yield with proven return on investment but also it helps to grow more natural whilst continuing increasing your productivity.

        

    



                    

                

            

            
                
                    Here is the agronomic data
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            We have been using Cyan 365® since 2013. We started small, applying 10 acres in a blind test. Compared to our grower standard, we observed a favorable increase in production and tree vigor. The following year we applied Cyan 365® to over 500 acres and even better results were observed.

The results we observed were backed up by agronomic studies conducted by third party scientist. This study was performed in one of our groves in 2014. Since then we have applying Cyan 365® to all our acres.

Why? Because it works!


            David Craig (Production Manager)

            Scott Citrus Management - Florida USA
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